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School Away from Home 

 
 

Dari transcript: 

 
  ! �زش در ����

����  :�� ا"!���  �در ?,ب= . و در ص:9 د8 ه6!%، در $4!3 ا12,ن ت.-.  ",ل دارم17. ا"% $
%:? @$ @AB ز D,E .ن,F ام �GH � ,I ن، در و. د,JزKJ در ��، یM وK6LاL@ ا"!OPQ ام در =�$,2 

R:? @$ @A 8B ز �S او .%�� KIاه.ا و "� ب.ادرا ه6!" ،�$ . T"ا @ BیK" .!2د Mرم در یBU
��، د$K ?,ر $@ ?:Vدی .R!��Kب�R درس $X$ و R�LKYX$ در $4!3 ا12, @. و د �و . $,درم $YX% ا"!

�KZا � $,درم$ R�GYXGLدار ا �Vو دی. دی�V  
  KIاه.ا و ب�,درایT چ@ ?,را $@ ?:R؟: F].زاد
����  :�� اش ص:9 . ه,، KIاه.ای%، KIاه.م ص:9 ه^T ا"!Vو دی BF T`ب.ادرم ص:9 ه Mو ی

T"ا a:U .�� ب.ادرم ص:9 اول ا"!Vو دی .T"رد اKI ،8BF BLKت K  %اش ه �Vو دی .  
�، در KIدت در ?,ب= ز AB@ $@.. ام. ب6�,ر KIب ا"T.  ,م BIا: F].زادOPQ اد8 درK ,I ،,ه ،@:? 

�R. وDیKJ TزJ,ن، در GF,ل ا12, 6!,ن:? @$ @AB ز d?.$ در ,GF . دKب BاهKI رBeرا8 چ �Y2,ص
  در $Kت.؟

���� را8:  �Y2,ص .. f,ف ه.h Bی,F ،%�:? T?.E @4i�$k,ل اA. $, در $Kت.ه,j? fن اA. ص
%�� ه, ب."PK$ی, چ],ر، او �� اA.اA.، راKI 8ب!. ب,F. دو، " .  

�: F].زادF,ب بKI 8اد8 ات؟. راK ,I نBدر ",ل دی f.�  KIدت چ:Bب,ر $
���  .ی4@ در ت,ب6!,ن $�.م و ی4@ ه% در ز$6!,ن. دوب,ر $@ رم:  �

  رI�!@ $4,ت3 ا"T؟: F].زاد
���  .اه%:  �

� K ,Iاد8 ات در ای:S, ز R:? @AB؟ $^4= چ�T6؟: F].زاد? T6�  l ,4$ای, ا  
����  :�U ر,? �S:ای��G!@ ا"!P ر,�� ب6S:ای �� ای4Vو دی ،.h,I fرم، ازBU � ,!�G  8B? اB . � ,!�G 

�  .BUرم ب�,ی
�: F].زادS:در ای �:? @AB ز 
���  $^4= ا"T. ام:  �

�T6 ازو h,I. تK در : F].زاد  �OPQ 4!3، $4!3 ا12,ن ت.- در$ ،�OPQ و ا12,ن ت.- چ.ا در
� ز AB@ $@ ?:@؟S:ای  

���  . :9 اول ت, ه`!� ا"!�ا"!� ا$, از ص:  �
  ه,: F].زاد
����  :�!6�  D,ب f,ص:9 ه �Vب,ز دی ...  

�؟.ام: F].زادS:اد8، ت:], در ایK ,I از fدور T6�  TZ" ؟TPن و,Vی fرQ @G  دق   
����  : @G? Mب,ز، ی ،T6ه, ه.!Iد �Vدی ،R!6ام ه �GH f,ه.!Iب,ز ه%، د KI ،رمQ @$ KI دق 

 l!�Pدم دQ %�:4�$ f.��",TH تV8 دی.�$.  
�.f هG.اK ,I fاد8؟: F].زادA @$ س,Gر تKn8؟چ.�$  
����  :�S از او R ز @$ o ن ز,F رمBU .�X2ن د,V2, ی.h از او RیQ @$ �Vدی .  

  دیQ @$ T BیR؟: F].زاد



���  ام:  �
� وDی,ت : F].زادVن د دی,F =�$,2 ،R:? @AB در ?,ب= ز �? R!6ا ه% ه.!Iد �Vدی fدت وارKI

�؟F,ب  
�� ��: R!6ه @Yب .  

  ب� h,I. درس؟: F].زاد
���� در ص:9  � ه6!�، دو دI!.، دو KIاه.. اه%:  �VادیR!6ی4@ ه% در ص:9 .  ه �Vو دی

T"ا T^ه .  
�= ه,f او , ?T",S؟: F].زاد$,2  
����  :T"ن ا,JزKJ در l��= ازو , ی4$,2 .�  .ی4�l ه% در 2,ری,ب ا"!

� $@ QیR، درس $�KZا F :KI .R].زادS:ب,ز ای . 
 
 

English translation:  
 
Nasiba: My name is Nasiba. I am 17 years old. I am in 10th grade, in Afghan-Turk school. 
I live in Kabul now with my aunt’s family. My family is in Aqcha, which is a district in 
Juzjan. They live there. We are three brothers and three sisters. My father is in a Swedish 
office. He works in there. He teaches disabled people. My mother is a teacher in an 
Afghan school. My mom also studies in teacher training institution. And… 
 
Shaharzad: What do your sisters and brothers do? 
 
Nasiba: Yes, my sisters. My sister is in eighth grade. One of my brothers is in seventh 
grade now and the other in fifth grade. And my other brother is in first grade. The other 
one is just born. She is little.  
 
Shaharzad: Naam-e-khuda1. It is very good. Hmm, you live in Kabul, your family lives in 
Aqcha, Juzjan province, in north of Afghanistan. You live in the center. What is the 
distance if traveling by car? 
 
Nasiba: The distance, well, if we take the bigger cars in the morning, we might get there 
at two, three or four in the afternoon….if the road is good.  
 
Shaharzad: If the road is good. How many times a year do you travel home? 
 
Nasiba: I go there twice. I go once in summer and once in winter.  
 
Shaharzad: Is it during the school vacation? 
 
Nasiba: Yes.  
 
Shaharzad: Can’t your family live here? What is the problem? 
 

                                                 
1 In God’s name. It is an expression used for praising and appreciating.  



Nasiba: My father can’t find a job here, for that reason, and also it is very expensive here. 
My father can’t come.  
 
Shaharzad: They can’t live here.  
 
Nasiba: Yeah, it is difficult.  
 
Shaharzad: And Afghan-Turk, why is the Afghan-Turk school not in Aqcha? And is that 
the reason you live here? 
 
Nasiba: There is one. It only has grades one through seven. 
 
Shaharzad: Yes. 
 
Nasiba: Higher classes are not there.  
 
Shaharzad: Hmm…isn’t it hard to be away from your family, to be alone here? Aren’t 
you homesick sometimes? 
 
Nasiba: I am homesick sometimes, but then, my cousins (paternal aunt’s daughters) are 
here. There are other girls. Then, we play for a while, one forgets the homesickness.  
 
Shaharzad: It goes away. How do you contact your family? 
 
Nasiba: My father calls from there. They also come here sometimes.  
 
Shaharzad: They come to see you. 
 
Nasiba: Yes.  
 
Shaharzad: Are there other girls like you that live in Kabul and their families live other 
provinces? 
 
Nasiba: Yes there are.  
 
Shaharzad: To study? 
 
Nasiba: Yeah. In ninth grade, there are two girls, they are sisters. There is another one in 
the eighth grade.  
 
Shaharzad: Where are their families? 
 
Nasiba: Their families…one is in Juzjan, the other in Faryab.  
 
Shaharzad: Okay. And they come here to study.  
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